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A vibrant chronicle of the life and work of a prolific painter and bohemian
eccentric.
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
This publication is a monograph on the Antwerp artist, whose surviving oeuvre dates
from the mid-1620s to the 1650s. A prolific master whose known paintings number over
one hundred, Schut achieved considerable succes during his lifetime. This study sets
Schut's life and career within the context of the artistic and cultural milieu of his time,
defining his role in the emergence of a new style after the death of Rubens in 1640, and
considers his impact on future generations. A workable chronology for Schut's paintings
is established through an analysis of style, iconography and patronage, taking into
account past scholarship. The artists's working methods and studio practices and his
output in other media are also discussed. A separate chapter is devoted to the
numerous graland pictures he executed in collaboration with the Jesuit flower painter
Daniel Seghers. A complete catalogue raisonne of Schut's paintings, the first of its kind,
is presented.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald
Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from
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politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
"For me, people come first," Alice Neel (1900–1984) declared in 1950. "I have tried to assert
the dignity and eternal importance of the human being." This ambitious publication surveys
Neel's nearly 70-year career through the lens of her radical humanism. Remarkable portraits of
victims of the Great Depression, fellow residents of Spanish Harlem, leaders of political
organizations, queer artists, visibly pregnant women, and members of New York's global
diaspora reveal that Neel viewed humanism as both a political and philosophical ideal. In
addition to these paintings of famous and unknown sitters, the more than 100 works
highlighted include Neel's emotionally charged cityscapes and still lifes as well as the artist’s
erotic pastels and watercolors. Essays tackle Neel's portrayal of LGBTQ subjects; her unique
aesthetic language, which merged abstraction and figuration; and her commitment to
progressive politics, civil rights, feminism, and racial diversity. The authors also explore Neel's
highly personal preoccupations with death, illness, and motherhood while reasserting her place
in the broader cultural history of the 20th century.
Since cinema's earliest beginnings, there has been friction between producers and directors.
Shady accounting practices, which favored the distributors at the expense of the filmmakers,
were all too common, causing many filmmakers to form independent companies to make and
distribute their own product. This book examines six such low-budget exploitation
companies--Associated Distributors Productions, Filmgroup, Hemisphere Pictures, American
General Pictures, Independent-International Pictures, Dimension Pictures, and the author's
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own American-Independent Productions. A brief history of each company, laced with quotes
from the company's principals, is presented, followed by a filmography that lists all known
credits for that company.

PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
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